Term project
Paper

★ Written paper is due Friday 6th June
★ 1500-2000 words

Class presentation

★ Presentations are next week, grouped in alphabetical order
★ You will get 15 minutes each.
Presentation

• Aim to speak for about 13 minutes and have room for 1-2 questions
• Please use about 13-15 slides (approx. one per minute is a good rule of thumb)
• Please use clear graphics & good English, see http://www.techrepublic.com/article/10-slide-design-tips-for-producing-powerful-and-effective-presentations/ for some useful tips
• Give some background to the project
• Tell us what you learned!
• Email me your ppt or pdf before your presentation day, or bring it on a memory stick
General format

- Abstract
- Introduction
- Background
- Details...(Methods if you are using data)
- Discussion
- Conclusions
- References

Figures are great – but choose them carefully and give captions
Reference style

- Use at least three *real* references
- A peer-reviewed paper
- Not blog entries or newspaper articles